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MARSEILLES BORELY - 08 July 

Race 1 

1. TIGER TANAKA - Looked a smart prospect in winning all three starts so 

far. Steps up in grade but easy to fancy.  

2. TAKAMAKA - Showed willing attitude to wear down rivals by 0.4L at Salon 

De Provence last time. Progressive filly who should benefit for this extra 

distance.  

3. MONAC'S - Impressed when winning by 2.5L at Pont De Vivaux. Had been 

well supported for that and sure to be more to come yet.  

4. SENS DU DEFI - Interesting debutant by Youmzain. No surprise to see him 

play a part.  

5. FEEL THE FEVER - Shaped promisingly in two starts so far. Can progress 

and worth shortlisting.  

6. ACIGNEE - First starter by Waldpark. Market check advised.   

Summary 

MONAC'S (3) was an impressive 2.5L winner first up. Looks set to progress. 

The one to beat. TIGER TANAKA (1) is now a perfect three from three. Rises 

in grade but worth consideration in this class. Will enjoy conditions and can be 

considered. TAKAMAKA (2) impressed when a 2.5L winner . This is tougher 

but is an improver. Include. FEEL THE FEVER (5) found the places on debut 

but didn't progress as was expected. Worth giving another chance to with 

good jockey booked. 

Selections 

MONAC'S (3) - TIGER TANAKA (1) - TAKAMAKA (2) - FEEL THE FEVER 

(5) 

Race 2 

1. PRINCESSE BOMBA - Second on both starts. Bumped into smart one 

when a 2.5L second at Pont De Vivaux last time but can make amends now.  

2. STORMY POUSS - Placed at Pont De Vivaux on debut over 1500m. when 

beaten 3L. Sure to improve. Consider.  
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3. SHUT THE BOX - Is the sibling to a horse that placed at G3 level. If 

boasting similar level of ability will go close here.  

4. REDRESSEMENT - Inexpensive yearling purchase. Likely best watched.  

5. SLOW DANCE - First time starter by Kendargent. Gets the plum draw and 

can play a part first up.  

6. ILLICO D'ELIPE - First time starter for yard not generally associated with 

first up winners. Likely best watched unless seeing market support.  

7. SAND GIRL - Related to winners and interesting here.  

8. GREAT TEAM - First time starter by Pedro The Great. With good yard and 

expected to feature on debut.  

9. PRETTY PLAYER - First time starter by Dariyan. Related to winners and 

likely to play a part.  

Summary 

PRINCESSE BOMBA (1) has finished second on both starts. Was beaten 

2.5L last time so close to a win on that form. Can progress and the one to 

beat. STORMY POUSS (2) shaped well when beaten 3L into third when first 

up. Suited in this field. Solid pick. SHUT THE BOX (3) runs first up for a yard 

that does get debut winners. Should be primed for this and is worth keeping 

safe. SLOW DANCE (5) is drawn well for debut. Siblings have both won and 

he looks an each way player first up. 

Selections 

PRINCESSE BOMBA (1) - STORMY POUSS (2) - SHUT THE BOX (3) - 

SLOW DANCE (5) 

Race 3 

1. FAITHFILLY MAN - Progressing with racing this campaign and recent 

fourth at Longchamp looks strong form. Beaten 1.5L so clearly close to a win 

on that form. Keep safe.  

2. MUCHO MACHO - Resumed in great form. Beaten 2.1L into third at Pont 

De Vivaux last time. Can improve again.  

3. LE BRONN - Impressed when wearing down rivals for a 0.5L success at 

Marseilles Borelly. That form strong and can do better yet.  
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4. EMBLEMATIQUE - Has only missed the placings once when running at 

this distance. Comes here fit and is worth a place on the shortlist.  

5. MISTER JINGLE - Mid-field finish last time was better than most runs 

lately. May now be improving again and will enjoy these conditions.  

6. BELLAGIO - Found the places at Agen La Passage two starts back. This is 

harder. Place.  

7. QUEEN OF THE NIGHT - Running well in similar grades of late. Second 

this course last time beaten 0.5L. Stall not ideal but can overcome that.  

8. SWEET - Struggling in this grade and likely best watched in this field.  

Summary 

LE BRONN (3) has been progressing with racing and broke through for a first 

a career success by 0.5L. Can do better again. The one to beat. MUCHO 

MACHO (2) was outpaced when beaten 2L last time. Can improve again and 

goes well for this jockey. Solid pick. FAITHFILLY MAN (1) drops in grade. 

Better suited and rates well amongst this field. Apprentice claim a big help 

and is an each way chance. QUEEN OF THE NIGHT (7) was beaten 0.5L in a 

similar race last time. Close to another win on that form and may be able to 

overcome wide stall. 

Selections 

LE BRONN (3) - MUCHO MACHO (2) - FAITHFILLY MAN (1) - QUEEN OF 

THE NIGHT (7) 

Race 4 

1. CHARMING PRINCE - Placed on debut but failed to progress second up. 

Drop back in trip suits and is a big player.  

2. ROCHE LIMIT - Will find this easier than when down the field at Lyon 

Parilly. Interesting with good jockey booked.  

3. AMICA NOSTRA - Found the places on both her starts so far. Beaten just 

0.3L at Pont De Vivaux and drawn well. Good show.  

4. MALAGEOENMABA - Out of form and best ignored.  

5. EVAGRO - Ran well on debut but then outpaced when down in trip. Back to 

preferred distance will suit and could fill a place.  
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6. WILLYCASH - Showed little so far and likely best watched.  

7. IRINEKA - Significant drop in grade for this. Rates well at this level and 

now third up should be primed to strike.  

8. SHARAWA - Well drawn but unfancied and down the field both starts so 

far. Likely best watched.  

9. EVASIVE MAINTENANT - Out of form and hard to fancy in this field.  

10. BASSETTE - Well supported on debut but could only finish mid-field. Can 

improve. Keep safe.  

Summary 

AMICA NOSTRA (3) has placed on both starts. Looks a talented prospect and 

third up should be primed to strike. Progressive and hard to oppose. 

BASSETTE (10) missed the placings despite being well supported for his 

debut. Better expected and is a solid pick. IRINEKA (7) drops in grade. Will 

find this much more suitable now third up and should be primed. Each way. 

ROCHE LIMIT (2) has placed on two of her three starts. Disappointed last 

time but likely unsuited by distance that day. Step back up in trip will suit and 

holds an each way chance. 

Selections 

AMICA NOSTRA (3) - BASSETTE (10) - IRINEKA (7) - ROCHE LIMIT (2) 

Race 5 

1. BELGIAN PRINCE - Improving with racing. 4L third at Cavaillon last time 

and can do better again. Keep safe.  

2. ANYTHING ELSE - 1L second at Pont De Vivaux last time was a much 

improved run. Interesting based on that form.  

3. SEMILLANTE - Good form when beaten 2L at Pont De Vivaux two races 

back but didn't progress as expected. Rates well in this field and can take the 

beating.  

4. SOLEIADO - Out of form this campaign and looks best watched.  

5. SAVAGES - First time starter by Spanish Moon. Market check advised.  

6. HALZA - Yet to find the places. Drawn stall one and can improve.  

7. BELLAWAY - Down the field on debut and must now improve.  
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8. OLYMPIE - Two strong showings so far including a placed effort at Lyon 

Parilly. Drawn well and easy to fancy.  

Summary 

SEMILLANTE (3) runs third up and should now be primed to strike. Has 

already shown strong form this campaign including last start 2L defeat. The 

one to beat. BELGIAN PRINCE (1) has placed on last two and stayed on 

when a 4L third. This extra distance will suit so keep safe. OLYMPIE (8) was 

highly tried last time. Not disgraced that day but dropped back down in grade 

can see him finish closer. Big player. ANYTHING ELSE (2) showed 

improvement when beaten 1L into second. This is no tougher and is an each 

way chance. 

Selections 

SEMILLANTE (3) - BELGIAN PRINCE (1) - OLYMPIE (8) - ANYTHING 

ELSE (2) 

Race 6 

1. RANCO - Consistent performer with stall one has chance to strike. Keep 

safe.  

2. LE GASTRONOME - Resumed in great form. Latest third when beaten a 

head at this track is strong form and can improve again.   

3. LADY LILNOI - Impressed when a 1.5L winner at Cavaillon on return. This 

tougher but progressive and easy to fancy.  

4. IL VINCITORE - Disappointed last time but in better form before and worth 

giving another chance.  

5. DONZELLY - Showed a fine attitude to hold rivals by a long-neck at 

Cavaillon. This tougher but in good form and hard to rule out.  

6. LES ALDUDES - Mid-field last time was a career best but needs more 

again.  

7. SOLEIADA - Out of form and hard to fancy.  

8. LADY MAX - Unplaced all starts this campaign and likely best watched.  
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Summary 

LE GASTRONOME (2) was beaten a head at this track last time. Close to a 

win on that form and if anything this looks easier. The one to beat. LADY 

LILNOI (3) shed maiden tag with an impressive 1.5L vicotry last time. Steps 

back up in grade and seems to be progressing. Keep safe. RANCO (1) has 

been running consistently in this grade. Drawn the inside stall and can 

improve. Solid pick. IL VINCITORE (4) was slightly disappointing but had 

been in good form previously. May be worthwhile just putting a line through 

that run and has each way claims. 

Selections 

LE GASTRONOME (2) - LADY LILNOI (3) - RANCO (1) - IL VINCITORE (4) 

Race 7 

1. NOBILDONNA - Generally contests better races so interesting back down 

in grade.  

2. LILY'S CUPCAKE - Stepped forward to win by 2L at Salon-De-Provence 

last time. This tougher but in good form and worth holding safe.  

3. AGDUNE - In good form and rates well on strength of 3L success at 

Moulins two starts back. Big chance.  

4. ZOFFAN - Shaped well when beaten 2.75L at Cavaillon last time. Can 

improve again.  

5. PUERTO RICO - Out of form latest and hard to have on that.  

6. NEW TRAFFORD - Running consistently of late and gets handy apprentice 

claim. Interesting.  

7. ITS ALL CLASS - Third up so will now be primed but wide stall not ideal 

and needs more.  

8. ALE TANGO - Poor winning record and likely a place will prove best.  

9. PRINCE DECALAS - Missed the placings at this track last time. Drawn well 

and can improve again.  

10. FERSEN - Impressive 2.5L winner at this track last time. This slightly 

tougher but should improve.  

11. GIGRETTE - Out of form and likely best watched.  
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12. DAMANDA'S DELIGHT - Looked below best so far this campaign and 

must improve now third up.  

13. COREMY - Out of form this campaign and likely best watched.  

14. ALMADEN - Down the field on return but should strip fitter and improve.  

Summary 

LILY'S CUPCAKE (2) impressed when a 2L winner. Looks to have found 

another winnable opportunity and has a leading chance. ZOFFAN (4) just 

missed the placings when beaten 2.75L. Remains unexposed so will continue 

to progress and is a big player. AGDUNE (3) is in great form. Has strong 

jockey booking and rates well amongst this field. Solid pick. PRINCE 

DECALAS (9) has been running consistently this campaign. Drawn well and 

likely to improve. Each way. 

Selections 

LILY'S CUPCAKE (2) - ZOFFAN (4) - AGDUNE (3) - PRINCE DECALAS (9) 

Race 8 

1. MALECON - Disappointed last time but is likely better judged on nose win 

at Vichy on start before that. Can bounce back.  

2. KENFAY - Has an honest overall record but showed little on reappearance. 

Drawn well now though and is fitter.  

3. ROIVILLE - In good form this campaign and missed the placings when 

beaten 5.75L at this track last time. Interesting in this field.  

4. JACKSON EN BOIS - 6L fourth at Pont De Vivaux last time and can take 

another step forward.  

5. RIVIERA - Will find this easier than when mid-field at Aix Les Bains. In 

good form previously and worth giving another chance.  

6. CALADIYNA - Out of form and unlikely to play a meaningful role.  

7. ASSONANCE - Disappointed in this grade of late and having not won for 

three years is likely best ignored.  

8. INDONESIE - Third up and should now be primed. Needs more however.  

9. SILENTLY - Unexposed after just five starts so can do better yet but will 

find easier opportunities than this.  
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10. EL DIVO - Gets good jockey booking for the first time which catches the 

eye as form figures don't appeal.  

11. LEAPING - Impressed when holding rivals by 1L at pont De Viveaux last 

time. Drop in trip no concern and can take the beating once more.  

12. ERMINA - Long-standing maiden but has placed on seven of twenty-four 

starts. Rates well but place may prove best once more.  

13. LJUBA - Yet to even make the places and likely best watched.  

14. PICTON - Progressing steadily but even a placed finish would represent a 

big jump forwards.  

Summary 

LEAPING (11) can win again following her 1L victory. Many of these are out of 

form and she is thriving at present. Looks the one to beat. ROIVILLE (3) has 

placed on two of her three starts this campaign. In good form and has great 

course record. Solid pick. MALECON (1) showed a great attitude when 

holding rivals by a nose first up but disappointed since. Profile isn't one of 

consistency however is worth giving another chance. RIVIERA (5) rates well 

in this grade. Slightly disappointing last time but better judged on winning and 

second placed finishes earlier this campaign. Each way player. 

Selections 

LEAPING (11) - ROIVILLE (3) - MALECON (1) - RIVIERA (5) 


